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Abstract. Despite the outstanding economic relevance of information systems
in business and society, there exists no consensus among academics and practitioners how to measure the success of information systems. Therefore this paper
makes a contribution to structure and classify the most recent research in IS
success. This is done by providing an exhaustive overview of literature in the
field of IS success capturing the empirical and non-empirical publications between 2007 and 2011. With regard to theoretical foundation, object of analysis,
unit of analysis, evaluation perspective, data gathering method, and data analysis, 26 empirical articles are classified. The 11 non-empirical studies are classified by theoretical foundation, methodological type and object of analysis. The
results show that in most cases a type of IT or IT application is investigated by
applying the DeLone and McLean IS success model. Most of the studies focus
on IS users and the individual perspective of analysis, whereas the most prominent data analysis method is structural equation modeling.
Keywords: Information Systems Success, Literature Review

1

Introduction

Information is the basis for economic decisions within the whole value chain, making
enterprises dependent on the implementation of modern information systems (IS) to
stay competitive [1], e.g. by enabling real-time data access or providing business intelligence functions. Simultaneously, the amount of business realms using sophisticated IS rises: among others, IS comprises e-commerce systems, knowledge management systems, and decision support systems.
In this context, measuring what makes an IS successful is of utmost importance.
However, no consensus among practitioners and academics exists, how to measure
the success of IS. Therefore, many success models have been developed, complicating the validation and comparison of the antecedents of IS success. Previous research
on IS success has found three models to be predominant: the IS success model proposed by DeLone and McLean (D&M success model) [17], which is the most widely
used IS success model [65], the updated D&M success model [18], as well as the
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Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [16], which was generally applied in the context of IS adoption.
This paper summarizes the current state of research of IS success by employing a
structured literature review according to Webster and Watson [69] with focus on multidimensional IS success models. The review is limited to the years between 2007 and
2011 and includes empirical, as well as non-empirical articles. Chronologically, but
also content-related, it continues the literature review provided by Urbach et al. [65].
Empirical articles are analyzed according to theoretical foundation, object of analysis, unit of analysis, evaluation perspective, data gathering, and data analysis. Theoretical articles are classified according to theoretical foundation, object of analysis,
and methodological type.
Our paper is built as follows. First of all, the theoretical foundations are introduced. Secondly, the methodology of the structured review is described, including
literature selection and framework analysis. The results are then divided into “results
of empirical literature” and “results of non-empirical literature”. Finally, the interesting findings and limitations are discussed, whereas the results of our literature analysis are compared to the results of Urbach et al. [65].

2

Theoretical Foundation

During the first International Conference on Information Systems in 1980, Keen highlighted five aspects which are relevant for establishing Management Information Systems (MIS) as a particular field of research. Among them was the quest for the dependent variable to measure IS success.
Measuring IS success poses a challenge to researchers, because its definition varies
depending on the perspective of evaluation [65]. Therefore, a multidimensional IS
success model is necessary to capture all stakeholder’s perspectives [17], [65]. Furthermore, it is necessary to isolate IS success to enable its explicit attribution to the
object of study. In praxis this is frequently not possible or avoided due to the increased effort [17]. Especially the D&M success model [17], the updated D&M success model [18], and TAM [16] are of high importance for this review. Urbach et al.
[65] additionally mention the Seddon success model [63]. However, the Seddon success model was found to be irrelevant for the following study.
2.1

DeLone and McLean Success Model

The D&M success model consists of six interdependent variables which are theoretically connected (see Figure 1).
The following definitions are according to [17]. System Quality measures the quality of the information processing within the system. The IS output is measured by
Information Quality. Use is seen as the demand or consumption of IS output. User
Satisfaction describes the reaction of the recipient to the use of the IS output. The
impact of information on user / receiver behavior is measured by Individual Impact.
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Finally, Organizational Impact describes the influence of information on overall organizational success.
DeLone and McLean commented on the model: “This success model clearly needs
further development and validation before it could serve as a basis for the selection of
appropriate I/S measures” [17]. Referring to this limitation, IS success research conducted meta-analyses (e.g. [7], [53]) and standardized measuring methods to validate
the IS Success Model (e.g. [60], [47]). Seddon [57] criticizes DeLone and McLean’s
attempt to comprise too much in one model. That is why Seddon describes it as confusing and erroneously specified [57]. The IS Succes Model gathers success using a
depiction of process but also causal factors [17]. Furthermore, Seddon problematizes
the ambiguity of Use, “Meaning 1: Use as a Variable in a Variance Model of Future
IS Use”; “Meaning 2: IS Use as the Dependent Variable in a Variance Model of Future IS Use”; “Meaning 3: IS Use as an Event in a Process Leading to Individual or
Organizational Impact” [57]. Seddon clarifies the meaning of Use and introduces four
new variables (Expectations, Consequences, Perceived Usefulness and Net Benefits to
Society) [57]. Additionally, a classification of the variables in “Measures of Information and System System Quality”, “General Perceptual Measures of Net Benefits
of IS Use”, and “Behavior with Respect to IS Use” are considered [57].

Fig. 1. D&M Success Model

2.2

Updated DeLone and McLean Success Model

In their 10-year-update, DeLone and McLean discussed which hypotheses had been
found to be significant [18]. In descending order, these are: System Use – Individual
Impacts; System Quality – Individual Impacts; Information Quality – Individual Impacts [18]. With one exception (System Use – Organizational Revenues), the other
interdependencies have been confirmed as well [18]. DeLone and McLean reject the
Seddon’s criticism about Use being no success factor [18]. Instead, the difficulty is to
be seen in the complexity of the Use variable and therefore a missing, simple definition (DeLone and McLean 2003, [16]). Especially e-commerce, where system use by
costumers is essential, clarifies the importance of Use [14], [31], [45].
Besides Organizational Impact and Individual Impact, further entities could be affected by IS activities. Therefore, researchers suggested considering Group Impacts
(e.g. [30], [41]), Inter-organizational and Industry Impacts (e.g. [12-13]), Consumer
Impacts (e.g. [8], [27]), and Society Impacts (e.g. [57], [18]). Instead of a model extension, DeLone and McLean decided to consolidate all impacts as Net Benefits [18].
As a quid pro quo, this generalization requires a defined frame of reference (e.g.
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sponsor, user, stock holder) [18]. Despite the cancellation of Individual Impact and
Organizational Impact, the analysis perspective must still be mentioned (e.g. Individual Perspective, Industrial Perspective) [18].
Pitt et al. [48] criticized that IS success is focused on products but not on services.
Therefore, the system characteristics were extended by Service Quality [18]. Figure 2
illustrates the updated D&M success model.

Fig. 2. Updated D&M Success Model

2.3

Technology Acceptance Model

Missing user acceptance often impairs the business’ performance [16]. Therefore,
Davis developed a model to predict user acceptance. TAM was subject of his dissertation [15] and was published in MIS Quarterly in 1989 [16]. The model is mainly
based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) ([15], [19]).
Davis concentrates his research on the measurement of key constructs [16]. He
proposes forecasting Use (Intention) by focusing on two theoretical constructs: Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use [16]. According to Davis, users are
more willing to use a system or program, if they see an occupational advantage [16].
This variable is measured by Perceived Usefulness [16]. Similar to the TRA, the
TAM plans to predict behavior. If the system is perceived of being useful, there is still
a danger that the system is conceived to be too difficult or complicated [16]. The use
would not outweigh the effort. This consideration is measured by Perceived Ease of
Use [16]. Figure 3 displays the TAM.
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Fig. 3. Technology Acceptance Model

3

Methodology

A well-designed literature review is the foundation for scientific insights [69]. An
analysis should simplify the development of theories and models and conclude research areas, where a plethora of research exists, and disclose areas, where research is
needed [69]. Due to the rising amount of publications the need to describe, summarize, validate, and categorize the results increases [65].
According to the publication manual of the American Psychology Association, a
literature review defines and clarifies the problem, summarizes previous research with
intent to convey the current state of research, identifies relationships, contradictions
and gaps of relevant literature, and gives further problem solving suggestions [3]. In
the following, the steps conducted within the literature review are described in detail.
3.1

Literature Selection

The literature selection is essential for the quality of the analysis. A structured review
should cover the relevant articles as exhaustively as possible. In the following, the
literature selection is conducted in a three step approach: timeframe definition, source
limitation, and selection criteria.
First of all, the timeframe was set. DeLone and McLean reviewed the years between 1981 and 1988, as well as 1992 and 2002 concerning IS success factors ([17],
[18]). Urbach et al. analyzed the publications between 2003 and 2007 [65]. This review continues Urbach et al.’s analysis by observing the years 2007 to 20111.
To acquire a source selection that is as comprehensive as possible, both, the journals analyzed by DeLone and McLean ([17-18]), and the leading IS journals were
taken into consideration. In accordance to Webster and Watson, essential articles are
mainly published in leading journals [69]. The literature selection is consistent with
the selection by Urbach et al. [65], who used Saunder’s MIS journal-ranking [65].
1

The reviews overlap in the year 2007.
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Journals with a rating value up to 30 were classified as relevant. The ranking by
Saunders is a meta-analysis of nine independent journal rankings. Journals, which
were ranked by only one of the nine rankings, were excluded for lacking representativeness. Further, some Journals were excluded because of subject specifications [65].
Besides journals, leading conference proceedings were taken into account to consider
recent research [65]. Books are not reflected. It is assumed that authors already published their results in journals [65]. In addition to that, books are mostly not subjected
to a formal review process [65]. All in all, 34 journals and four conference proceedings are reviewed. A list of the sources is attached to this article.
The sources were examined for topic-related articles. Practically, electronic databases (EBSCOhost, ScienceDirect, and ProQuest) and conference proceedings were
searched for the keywords “information systems success”, “IS success”, information
systems efficiency” and “IS efficiency”. The query regarded titles, abstracts, and
keywords. In total, 78 publications were recorded (39 journal articles, 39 conference
articles).
3.2

Review Framework

Intending to continue the review by Urbach et al. [65], the framework was transferred
into this study. The framework consists of eight categories: (1) Theoretical Foundation; (2) Research Approach; (3) Object of Analysis; (4) Unit of Analysis; (5) Evaluation Perspective; (6) Data Gathering; (7) Data Analysis; (8) Methodological Type
[65].
All publications are sorted by Theoretical Foundation. However, only the introduced models are mentioned ([16-18]). Publications using distinct models were classified as “others”. In case that the articles had no underlying models, the articles were
labeled as “n/a” (not applicable).
The category Research Approach divides articles in empirical and non-empirical
approaches. Publications are empirical, if they are based on observations and use
empirical methodology of some kind (e.g. survey, interview, laboratory experiment,
case study) [2]. Non-empirical studies on the other hand usually are based on ideas,
speculations, literature reviews, or frameworks [65]. King and He observed a bias to
the review of empirical studies [35]. Therefore, this review also considers nonempirical articles. However, the chosen categories tend to focus on empirical publications [65].
Object of Analysis classifies the articles by type of system and exemplifies the focus of the reviewed publication [65]. Seddon distinguishes between: (1) an aspect of
IT use (e.g. single algorithm); (2) a single IT application (e.g. a certain data warehouse); (3) a type of IT or IT application (e.g. knowledge management systems); (4)
all IT applications used by an organization or sub-organization [57].
The Unit of Analysis can be divided into a micro and a macro point of view [65].
According to Grover et al., for the sake of completeness, both perspectives should be
considered for the evaluation of IS success [24]. A micro-perspective of IS success
shows, whether the individual needs of co-workers are satisfied [65]. A macro-
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perspective reflects the IS’ impacts on the organization’s competitiveness [65]. Therefore, this review differentiates between an individual and an organizational level.
Stakeholders represent different interests. Thus, there is a possibility that different
groups of interest evaluate IS success differently [57]. The Evaluation Perspective
therefore specifies, which group of interest was surveyed within a particular study and
respectively which point of view was represented for IS success measurement [65].
Grover et al. differentiate four perspectives: users, top management, IS personnel, and
external entities (e.g. subcontractor, costumers) [24]. Urbach et al. added two additional points of view to allow better differentiation: IS executives and multiple stakeholders [65]. The unit of analysis is independent from the evaluation perspective. All
standpoints can be evaluated at an organizational and / or individual level [65].
Data Gathering categorizes empirical methods, which were applied within the particular study [65]. The analysis of data gathering allows statements about reliance and
generalizability of study results [65]. Urbach et al. differentiate four “dominant”
methods: survey, interview, case study, and laboratory experiment [65]. Further
methods are declared as “others” [65].
Data Analysis distinguishes the approaches of data evaluation [65]. According to
Urbach et al. for IS research the following analyses are used commonly: structural
equation modeling (e.g. linear structural relationships (LISREL), partial least squares
(PLS)), regression analysis, factor analysis, and cluster analysis [65]. Further methods
(e.g. qualitative analysis) are summarized as “other”, studies not using data analysis
as “n/a” [65].
Non-empirical studies are also categorized by Methodological Type. Palvia et al.
differentiate three non-empirical methodological types: framework / conceptual model, speculation / commentary, and library research [46]. Further methods are cumulated as “other”.
The literature-pool is classified using this framework. However, certain articles do
not mention needed information explicitly [65]. In these cases, the data is based on
the author’s interpretation [65]. A graphical display of the framework is attached to
the appendix.

4

Results

By researching online databases (EBSCOhost, ScienceDirect, ProQuest) and conference proceedings, 78 articles were identified of which 20 journal articles and 21 conference articles were declared as irrelevant. Publications were sorted out when they
only covered one-dimensional IS models or did not match the topic of IS success: e.g.
the search items also include “IS Outsourcing Success” and “IS Planning Success
Factors”. The remaining articles were analyzed by referring to the introduced framework. The analysis is divided into two blocks. Firstly, the analysis of empirical literature will be shown. Secondly, the results of the non-empirical literature will be discussed.
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4.1

Analysis of Empirical Literature

This review focuses on empirical literature analysis. Therefore, the framework concentrates on empirical literature analysis as well. It is crucial to point out what was
measured in the particular study [65].
The literature classification under theoretical foundation shows a strong representation of the IS Success Model, especially the updated IS Success Model by DeLone
and McLean. Nearly two-thirds of the studies under analysis use this model. Furthermore, 17 studies are to be classified as “other”. It is noticeable that different theoretical foundations are often combined or adjusted. Just 10 of 26 studies are based on a
single model.
Regarding the unit of analysis, all studies considered an individual level. Beyond
that, nine studies also take account of an organizational level.
The evaluation of object of analysis reveals that in most cases types of IT or IT applications are observed (16 of 26 studies). Eight studies examined a single IT application. Only Leidner et al. examined IT applications in general. The IT function of an
organization was the object of study in Santos et al.’s survey. Therefore, just a few
universal results can be observed in the timeframe of research.
The perspective of evaluation corresponds with unit of analysis. 18 of 26 studies
surveyed IS users. The opinion of users usually correlates with individual success
factors. Only Gorla et al. and Lee et al. interviewed users on an organizational level.
Three authors questioned IS personnel to determinate IS success. Ifinedo and Leidner
et al. addressed IS executives. Multiple stakeholders are only regarded by Gable et al.
and Bartis and Mitev.
Except for Bartis and Mitev (case study) every study uses surveys for data gathering. Lee et al. additionally conducted interviews.
For data analysis, structural equation modeling is most common (20 of 26 studies).
In nine cases, it is combined with a variance analysis, which is used by 11 studies.
Five studies combine it with a factor analysis, whereas nine factor analyses are conducted in total. Of the regarded methods, regression analysis is used least often (five
of 25 studies). Teo et al. and Bartis and Mitev use “other” methods. Seven studies
used one method of analysis. 14 studies combined two methods. Chiu et al., Gable et
al. and Teo et al. used three or more methods.
Figure 4 and figure 5 summarize the result for empirical literature. All in all, the
most evaluations are based on a type of IT or IT application and are measuring on an
individual level by surveying users. As the theoretical foundation, the IS Success
Model is most common, whereas the data is mostly analyzed using structural equation
modeling. The complete research data is added to the attachment.
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Fig. 4. Classification of Empirical Publications (1)
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4.2

Analysis of Non-Empirical Literature

The non-empirical literature is categorized into theoretical foundation as well (see
figure 6). One literature analysis can be based on multiple theoretical foundations.
Again, DeLone and McLean are mostly mentioned as theoretical foundation. Six articles use models which are declared as “others”. Three authors do not specify a theoretical foundation.
When categorized by methodology, the publications can be sorted into six frameworks / conceptual models and five literature analyses. Speculations, commentaries,
or other methods were not included in the literature pool.
Similar to the empirical literature, the non-empirical literature is classified by object of analysis. Nearly half the articles do not point out a specific object of analysis.
Three publications refer to a type of IT or IT application. The remaining three publications contain all IT applications.
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Fig. 6. Classification of Non-Empirical Publications

4.3

Findings

In the following, the results are compared to the review provided by Urbach et al.
[65]. Both reviews confirm a domination of the D&M success. Nevertheless, the studies between 2003 and 2007 preferred the original D&M success model, whereas the
studies between 2007 and 2011 mostly referred to the updated D&M success model
[65]. This applies to the empirical and non-empirical literature.
In regard to the object of analysis, both reviews come to the conclusion that mainly
type of IT or IT application are observed.
The examination of unit of analysis leads to a similar result as well: Urbach et al.
confirmed 26 of 28 studies measuring success on an individual level [65]. 12 articles
additionally measured success on an organizational level [65].
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The results of the evaluation perspective resemble the analysis by Urbach et al.:
Both reviews’ literature selection interviewed users about IS success. In case of
Urbach et al., 19 of 28 articles referred to this perspective [65].
Surveys are the main method for data gathering in both literature analyses.
Finally, there is a similarity between the methods of data analysis, showing the the
results between the studies are consistent.

5

Conclusion

This literature review analyzed the state of research of multi-dimensional IS success
measurements and models. Therefore, literature between 2007 and 2011 was evaluated. The literature pool of relevant sources consisted of 26 empirical studies and 11
non-empirical articles. The analysis focused on empirical literature, which was analyzed in depth.
The review clarifies that the D&M success models still enjoy huge popularity. By
now, the majority has switched to the updated D&M success model published in
2003. The review also shows that different models are often combined to grant justice
to the subject of research.
While every empirical article analyzed an individual level, only nine of 26 studies
consider an organizational point of view. Studies including both perspectives ensure a
more comprehensive success measurement, but also increase the effort of data gathering. Data is usually gathered from users by conducting surveys. In general, a type of
IT or IT application is evaluated. The gathered data is mostly analyzed by structural
equation modeling.
The limitations mentioned by Urbach et al. [65] are also applicable in this review:
on the one hand, the sources are limited to chosen journals and conference articles.
Thus, relevant articles may be excluded. Further, books were not considered, as it was
assumed that articles of importance were also published in leading journals and conferences. On the other hand, the approach of search using databases could distort the
result. Articles of relevance may be excluded if they do not match the criteria of the
search requests (referring to title, abstract, keywords). Furthermore, the search requests contain a bias towards the D&M success model. Another limitation is caused
by only conducting English queries.
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